Evolving Breastfeeding Practices ~ Increasing Success and Enjoyment
by Jeanne Batacan

While breastfeeding initiation rates continue to rise, early breastfeeding cessation rates at 3 through 12 months remain stagnant. They are also well below the AAP, Healthy People 2010, World Health Organization, and UNICEF recommendation of exclusive breastfeeding/breast milk for the first 6 months and continued breastfeeding for at least 12 to 24 months.

This issue prompted Dr. Suzanne Colson and her research team to investigate what part mothers play with innate, instinctive breastfeeding behaviors and if, what they termed “biological nurturing” (comfortable, laid-back, natural positions that use gravity), could be the “glue” that could lead to longer, more enjoyable breastfeeding duration.

Indeed, their research found that not only did babies display instinctive breastfeeding behaviors when placed skin-to-skin on their mothers, but mothers themselves demonstrated reflexive behaviors that helped their babies reach and attach to the breast. An article in the journal, Early Human Development, an international journal concerned with the continuity of fetal and postnatal life said, “Dr. Colson found that in contrast to prevailing advice that breastfeeding mothers should sit upright and support the baby’s back and head, biological nurturing involves semi-reclined positioning with the baby prone and in full close contact with the mother’s body. Babies in full-biological nursing positions employ reflexes to locate the breast and latch without back support, and their mothers innately assist them in that task. This research offers a compelling case that breastfeeding continues to be mediated by newborn reflexive behavior well after birth, that postures and positions may either support or hinder these reflexes, and that by inhibiting or overriding instinctive maternal behaviors, typical breastfeeding instruction may be counterproductive.

Research demonstrates that, left undisturbed after birth, healthy term newborns perform a sequence of reflexive pre-feeding behaviors culminating in self-attachment to the mother’s breast. Despite this normal behavior, many breastfeeding mother-infant pairs encounter feeding problems in the early days and weeks. These problems can cause women to discontinue exclusive breastfeeding earlier than planned.

While the phenomenon of newborn self-attachment is well documented, there is a much smaller body of literature mapping newborn reflexive behaviors to breastfeeding effectiveness after the initial feeding. The Colson research provides evidence that an approach to breastfeeding that proponents have termed “biological nurturing” stimulates reflexive behaviors in newborn and mother alike. These synchronized reflexes seem to support both effective, pain-free latch and ingestion of milk”.[1]

Biological nurturing encourages and allows mothers and babies to do what they instinctively know how to do...

When mothers and babies start off breastfeeding using biological nurturing and laid-back breastfeeding positions early on, babies easily adapt to more traditional upright positions and are able to maintain good latch and milk transfer. Mothers benefit by feeling more empowered, confident and competent.

So, what is biological nurturing?

- Mother-baby positions whose interactions release innate (instinctive) behaviors
- Mother-baby innate behaviors aiding latch and sustaining milk transfer
- More than ‘just’ skin-to skin contact at the time of birth
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Biological nurturing encourages and allows mothers and babies to do what they instinctively know how to do – in comfortable, sustainable positions that enhance and promote hormonal bonding, attachment and ease of breastfeeding. Biological nurturing introduces the concept of nurturing and enjoyment. Supporting mothering behaviors that increase pleasure in breastfeeding will help extend breastfeeding duration and improve long term health in both mother and baby.

Biological nurturing is more than nipple to nose and tummy to tummy, it is more than upright or side lying postures, cross-cradle or clutch holds, it is more than a correct sucking technique. Biological nurturing is a two person, whole-body experience introducing research evidence proposing many baby positions and a range of effective, comfortable sustainable, pain-free maternal postures.


Jeanne is a credentialed and certified childbirth, lactation, parenting educator and Doula. She has taught classes in Santa Clara County for over twenty years. Currently, Jeanne is presenting evidence-based workshops on various birthing and breastfeeding issues to expectant parents and professional groups. Jeanne’s intent is to help empower parents to have faith and trust in their bodies and intuitions. She can be reached at mamajb@msn.com. For more information on biological nurturing check: www.biologicalnurturing.com.

Label Audit For Your Diaper Count
An easy way to have us audit your diaper inventory is to fill in a blank on the label on our blue hamper liner bag where it now says "Diapers left at home: _____" When we add up the number left + the soiled count + the number of diapers delivered that day, we can determine if your rotation is correct. Some customers do this every week. Some do it once a month. “If you are on two or more types of diapers, please note which size you are auditing (25 Reg, 10 Mega).

◊ Please don’t write notes for your driver or the office here. The driver may not see the label and the office will not see it. Write these notes on a piece of paper stapled to the top of the bag.

Women Step Up to Breast Feed Motherless Infant
Robbie Goodrich is an incredible father. When his wife and mother to just born Moses died from complications of childbirth, Goodrich found a way to provide not only breastmilk for his baby, but also breastfeeding.

Moses has been breastfeeding 6 times a day and receiving bottles of breastmilk during the night, thanks to 20 women committed to providing this ‘service.’ Goodrich stated, “It’s commitment, passion - it’s love. It’s an act of love.”

Moses is the perfect name for this little one, as Moses was the first baby mentioned in the Bible to be fed from a wet nurse. Pharaoh’s daughter ‘adopted’ Moses into the Egyptian royal family when he was found in a basket in the bulrushes. His Hebrew mother, Jochebed, had hid him when the Pharaoh ordered all newborn Hebrew boys to be killed. When Pharoah’s daughter sent out to find a wet nurse for the baby, unknowingly Moses’ own mother was selected.

Bay Area Moms Benefit from Your Birth Experience!

www.thebirthsurvey.com

Take this opportunity to share your birth experiences (good and not so good) in a way that will help make a difference for new mothers not only in the Bay Area but throughout the United States. The purpose of The Birth Survey is to provide women with a venue to give feedback about their birth experiences with specific doctors, midwives, hospitals and birth centers, and to make this feedback available on this website as searchable reports. These searchable reports will be a resource to help other women and families to make more informed choices when choosing maternity care providers and birth settings and provide practitioners and institutions with feedback for quality of care improvement efforts.

Preliminary results are now available on line at: www.thebirthsurvey.com

To view consumer feedback on hospitals, birth centers, doctors and midwives in your community, click View Survey Reports. To view hospital intervention rates, click View Intervention Rates.

WANTED—Mother’s Milk
The Mother’s Milk Bank, located at Valley Medical Center in San Jose, needs mother’s milk donations. If you are breastfeeding and have more milk than your baby needs, please consider becoming a milk donor. Milk donations save lives. There are numerous other volunteer positions available if you are not a nursing mother. For more information, please check the Milk Bank’s website at www.milkbanksj.org or contact them directly at 408.998.4550.
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"No one messes with me when I'm in my Bumkins", says Noah at 3 months.
CONGRATULATIONS to those who have graduated from diapers. Thank you for giving us the privilege to help out with some of the “dirty work”. We hope the diapering years have been a time of wonderful memories for your family.

John Malcolm Redwood City
Graham Witt San Francisco
Damian Diepenbrook Oakland
Abraham Hogg Half Moon Bay
Sophia Hunter Half Moon Bay
Rosemary Sontag Castro Valley
DJ Alvarez Oakland
Eleanor Draffen San Mateo
Mary Teresa Delaney-Parish
Samuel Nelson San Joe
Alice Onderwater Alameda
Halima Watson Oakland
Kiera Nishimoto Saratoga
Mischa Pena Walnut Creek
Elizabeth Kline Fremont
Tousei Ishimaru Oakland
Kenzo Ishimaru Oakland
Ewan Reid Campbell
Noah Keish San Jose
Robin Jonas Pacifica
Cisco Salado Watsonville
Ryan Kanemoto San Jose
Jaxon Hopkins San Jose
Ben McDonald Mt. View
Tessa Morris San Francisco
Stuart Walter San Francisco
Clara Spinrad San Francisco
Sean O’Leary Pleasant Hill
Nathaniel Cheung Oakland
Sachi Patwardhan Oakland
Leopold Barton Pleasanton
Isaac Wayne San Francisco
Henry Bayha San Francisco
Chelan Woodrow San Francisco
Ayelet Passman-LaPushin San Francisco
David Paolo Arce Daly City
Maryam Radwan Santa Clara
Jason Berg San Jose
Naomi Leslie Burlingame
Matthew Marx Alameda
Zachary Peterson Mt. View
Mason Duff San Francisco

Emails Wanted
If you would like to be notified by email when we are having special boutique events or diaper delivery changes, please go to the following link and sign up. You can unsubscribe at any time. http://tinytots.com/contact.html

Digital Newsletter Sign-up
E-mail: 
Join Privacy by SafeSubscribe

This Gazette Can Also Be Viewed In Color On Our Website, www.tinytots.com/info/gazette.html

Janica and Juliana enjoying diaper time in their crib.

Hammer and Gordon (11 weeks) are both ready for action in their Pro Rap and Thirsties covers.

Cody (4 months) and Declan (9 months) love to be in no diapers at all, but cloth is the next best thing. “Us moms love cloth diapers too!”
Sun & Water Safety

Swim Diaper by Imse Vimse
Swim diapers are designed to contain bowel movements in pools. Snaps at side for easier clean-up when necessary.
Small 11-17 lbs., Medium 15-22 lbs., Large 20-26 lbs., XLarge 24-31 lbs., Super Large 28-35 lbs. & Junior 35-44 lbs. Colors: Red Fish or Pink & White Flower. $17.00

Flap Hat by Sunday Afternoon
UPF 50+ Features full brim around the sides of the head for shading the entire face. The rear veil offers sun protection for the neck. Includes breakaway chinstrap “smart strap”. Sizes: Infant 0-6 months; Baby 6-24 months; Child 2-5 years.
Colors: Sand, Primrose (light purple), Pink, Morning Glory (blue), and Cream $22.00

Bucket Hat by Sunday Afternoon
UPF 50+ Features 2.5” flexible down-sloped brim for sun coverage. Includes breakaway chinstrap “smart strap”. Sizes: Infant 0-6 months; Baby 6-24 months; Child 2-5 years.
Colors: White w/Pink Trim, Tan and Lavender $22.00

UV Protection Swimwear by Sunbusters
UV 50 Provides ultraviolet protection wet or dry. Has earned the Seal of Recommendation from the Skin Cancer Foundation. Chlorine and salt water resistant.
Long-Sleeve All In One Sizes: 3-6 months, 6-12 months, 12-18 months, 2/3 years.
Colors: Titanium/Moss; Pink/Mocha; and Blue/Blue $47.00
Short-Sleeve All In One Sizes: 6-12 months, 12-18 months, 2/3 years.
Colors: Pink w/Flower Panels $44.00
Long-Sleeve Rashguard Sizes: 6-12 months, 12-18 months, 2/3 years, 4/5 years.
Colors: Titanium/Moss; Pink/Mocha; and Blue/Dark Blue $39.00

Sun Glasses by My First Shades
Frames and lenses are shatterproof, impact resistant and provide 100% UVA and UVB protection. Adjustable neoprene band comfortably keeps glasses in place. Call for frame colors. Sizes 0-24 months and 2-5 years.
$15.00

California Baby No Fragrance SPF 30+ Lotion
High-level protection against sunburn. Lasts for 80 minutes of activity in water or perspiring. Recommended by dermatologists and allergists for chemical sensitivities and fragrance intolerance. 2.9 oz $20.00

Daily / Year-Round SPF +30 Sunblock Stick .5 oz $15.00

No Fragrance SPF 18 Moisturizing Sunscreen Lotion 4.5 oz $20

Mustela Sunscreen SPF 50
Broad spectrum physical sunscreen offering both UVA/UVB protection. 100% mineral based. Active ingredients: Titanium Dioxide 11.1% & Zinc Oxide 5%
High Protection Sun Lotion 1.6 fluid ounces $16.50
Sensitive Areas 0.5 fluid ounces $11.00

MD Moms Sunscreen Towelettes SPF 30
Broad spectrum physical sunscreen offering both UVA/UVB protection. Water resistant & sweat proof. Safe for young infants. Active ingredients: Titanium Dioxide 8.0% & Zinc Oxide 5%
15 towelettes $26.00
3 individually wrapped towelettes $7.50

Noodle & Boo Play-Day Sunscreen SPF 30
Broad spectrum chemical sunscreen offering both UVA/UVB protection. Fragrance-free and hypoallergenic. Active ingredients Octinoxate 7.5%, Octocrylene 7.5%, Oxybenezone 6% and Octisalate 5%.
4 oz. tube $22.00

Badger Sunscreen SPF 30
Broad spectrum chemical sunscreen offering both UVA/UVB protection. 100% natural and rich in certified organic ingredients. Active ingredient: Zinc Oxide 20.5% 2.9 fluid ounces $18.00

Life Vests by Salus
The Salus life vests’ unique design offers unprecedented security, safety and comfort for babies. 9 to 25 lbs. Made in Canada.
Colors: Red or Blue. $66.00.
20-30 lbs. Colors: Gold or Red. $88.00.

Outdoor Blankets by Tuffo
Lightweight and compact for easy traveling. Includes a carrying bag with large storage pockets. Water-resistant nylon backing. Cool cotton fabric on the top-side. Machine wash and tumble dry. 54” x 84”. Patterns: Red Hawaii, Navy Hawaii, Navy Daisy, Multi-Stripe, Earth-Stripe and Dots. $40.00

Jacob models his swim diaper.
We are happy to welcome Hygeia to our line-up of breastfeeding products. Hygeia encourages their breastpumps be passed along from one mom to another. They have an affordable baby scale and an awesome cup for hand expression.

**Enjoye Breastpump by Hygeia**
A professional-grade electric/battery double pump that is designed for long-term and frequent pumping needs.
* Features the unique Hygeia CARE Button for Audio, Recording Experience so you can record your baby or other sound to enhance your pumping experience.
* Offers single or double pumping.
* Electric or battery operation.
* Green Breastpump, can be shared by multiple mothers when each has her own personal accessory set. Backpack or Messenger Bag $299.00

**Baby Scale by Hygeia**
Weight-trending for healthy infants and toddlers. Not intended for measuring breastmilk intake. Ideal for home and professional use.
* Battery-operated electronic digital scale (4 AA batteries included)
* Lightweight and portable
* Easy-to-read LCD display
* Tare feature compensates for weight of blanket or diaper
* Memory feature stores last weight measurement
* Measures in lbs. and kg.
* Maximum capacity: 44 lbs. (20 kg.)
* Minimum measurement: .04 lbs. (20 gm.)
* Graduations: 5.0 gm. $175.00

**Hand Expression Cup by Hygeia**
Gently contoured shape with universal Hygeia thread, compatible with all Hygeia and other wide-mouth Storage Containers. Complete with 4 oz. Mother’s Milk Storage Container, Ring and Ring Cap. $9.90

**Hands Free Pumping Bra by Simple Wishes**
Stylish and functional, and grounded in innovative, thoughtful design. It’s adjustability accommodates your changing body. 83% cotton 17% spandex Two sizes: XS/S/M or L/XL/XXL $35.00

**Beaba Babycook**
A countertop appliance that functions as a steamer, blender, warmer and defroster to prepare fresh, healthy meals for baby. It starts by steam cooking vegetables, fruits and meats in less than 15 minutes, while preserving their vitamins and flavors. It then purees and blends them to the desired consistency. $150.00

**PeaPod by KidCo**
The travel bed that does it all for the on-the-go parent! Self-Inflatable air mattress helps protect baby from cold, damp floors while providing a comforting place to sleep. Great for outdoors with UV protection and wind screens. Zippered panel allows parents quick and easy access to baby from virtually any angle. PeaPod Lime $74.00 PeaPod Plus Red $94.00

We are taking pre-orders for Oobr car seats by Clek. Anticipated arrival date August 15. Intro price $200 - $250.
The only single-use diaper on the market today that doesn’t contain super absorbent gelling chemicals (AGM) is Tushies. They are a healthier single-use diaper than the Seventh Generation, Nature Boy & Girl, Tendercare Plus, the G Diaper, Whole Baby Diapers from Whole Foods, and the mainstream brands. Flushable and compostable diapers require a single use of all raw materials to produce, including crude oil, for just a few hours use. There is no such thing as an eco friendly hybrid or single-use diaper. No need to pay more for false eco-claims.

See the chemicals yourself: Cut open the padding of a Tushies diaper and you’ll find a natural blend cotton and wood pulp fluff. Chemical-Free! Open the padding of any other disposable diaper and you can shake out white granules. These are the acrylic acid polymer salts. Put the granules in water and watch them turn into gel. This is the chemical or single-use diaper. No need to pay more for false eco-claims.

Tushies (33% cotton/66% wood pulp blend)
Size 1 Newborn 4-5 lbs. 30 / bag
Size 2 Small 6-14 lbs. 40 / bag
Size 3 Medium 12-24 lbs. 30 / bag
Size 4 Large 22-35 lbs. 22 / bag
Size 5 Toddler 27 lbs. & up 20 / bag
$17.00 per bag; $60.00 per case (4 bags)

Tushies Wipes
Thick wipes w/aloe vera. Unscented, hypoallergenic and alcohol free
$6.25 tub of 80;
$64.00 per case (12 tubs)
$5.75 refill for tub (80);
$60.00 per case (12 packs)

Cleansing Cloths by Noodle & Boo
Made of pure spun lace from England. These thick, extra soft cloths are soaked in a mild, no-rinse, fragrance-free solution consisting of gentle moisturizers that tenderly soothe and hydrate sensitive skin. Safe for baby’s face, body and bottom. Pop-top pack of 72 wipes $9.50

Cleansing and Soothing Wipes by Mustela
Specially formulated to protect your baby’s tender skin. Wipes are soaked in an alcohol-free, no-rinse vegetable lotion that is well tolerated by the skin. Strong cloths leave skin clean, soft and moisturized. Re-sealable pack of 70 wipes $11.00

Baby Silk Wipes by MD Moms
Good for the whole body for any purpose. A blend of marine silk, vitamins E and B5, organic aloe and comfrey, ginger and chamomile. No animal testing. 72 wipes. $12.00

Bamboobino Reusable Wipes
Super soft and absorbent, perfect for wiping or washing baby’s sensitive skin. 63% bamboo/27% cotton/10% polyester. 5 pack $15.00

Snappi Diaper Clips
3 original size clips per pack $7.00
2 large (wider) clips per pack $7.00

Always stretch your new clips.

Bio-Soft Liners by Bummis
Flushable diaper liners that make clean-up a breeze. Made of a non woven material with no binder, and will biodegrade very quickly (within 8 days in a sewage treatment system or 20 days in a septic tank).
100 sheets per roll. 2 sizes:
Small: 5 x 12 inches $6.00
Large: 7.5 x 12 inches $8.00

Healing Salve by Herb Lore
Customer recommended. Normally heals any kind of skin irritation or abrasion. Great for diaper rash. Heals a diaper rash within hours, overnight in severe cases.
(2 oz.) $9.00; (4 oz.) $12.00

Calmoseptine Ointment
A multi-purpose moisture ointment which protects, soothes, and helps promote healing of skin irritations.
(4 oz.) $10.00

Baby Ointment by Noodle & Boo
Hydrates baby’s skin by creating a moisture repellent barrier between the skin and sources of irritation. Works well on cradle cap, ultra dry skin and soothes chapped lips, cheeks and chins from drooling. It also works great on rough little knees and elbows. (2.5 oz. tube) $15.00

Magic Stick by Natural Baby Co
Diaper rash fighting formula with all natural and organic ingredients and petroleum-free formula. Tired of greasy, messy hands? NO MESS packaging makes it a cinch. Just the right amount will be left on baby’s skin and NONE on yours!
2 oz. $14.00

Diaper Changing Restraint Straps by Hug ’n’ Hold
Makes changing a wiggling child’s diaper much easier. Child friendly and easy-to-use velcro shoulder restraint that attaches to any changing pad to hold a baby securely.
$26.00

Refill from Diaper Dekor Plus
The Diaper Dekor Plus 2-Pack Refill is used exclusively with the Diaper Dekor Plus Diaper Hamper system. Each refill holds about 335 diapers. $17.50

Zo•Li Baby Ohm Changing Pad
Very compact, slip resistant, PVC and Latex free. Pink or Blue. $20.00
Tips For Laundering Velcro Covers
To protect waterproofing of all covers:
- Do not use bleach with chlorine
- Do not use softeners
- Rinse well
To preserve the Velcro:
- Turn inside out with Velcro attached
- Air dry when possible
- Optional: Launder in a lingerie bag

Basic Connection
Preemie 4-8 lbs. (Litewrap only)
Newborn 6-10 lbs.
Small 10-15 lbs.
Medium 15-20 lbs.
Large 20-30 lbs.
X-Large 30+ lbs.

Litewrap by Basic Connection
Very effective cover at an affordable price! waterproof. Leg gussets keep diaper in place and prevent leaks. Durable and non-abrasive. Ultra-Mate Velcro keeps cover on. Snaps add support to the velcro. White: $8.50 ea. 6 or more $8.00 ea.

Cottonwrap by Basic Connection
Soft natural fiber cover is waterproof and breathable. Prevents rashes. Deep gussets for snug fit. High performance Ultra-Mate Velcro is nonabrasive and will not gather lint during washing or drying. Snaps help keep cover in place. White: $13.00 ea. 6 or more $12.25 ea.

Bumkins
Recommended by our customers as a must have. These waterproof nylon covers are easy to care for and have features not offered in other brands. An air vent in the back of the cover limits heat build-up, internal elastic reduces skin irritation, and an inside front diaper pocket prevents leakage and holds diaper in place.
White: $15.00 ea. 6 or more $14.00 ea.

Fuzzi-Bunz Perfect Size
by Mother of Eden
Our customers have requested we carry this product because it works so well at nighttime. The cotton diaper slides in the pocket. The micro fiber wicks the wetness away from the baby. Adjustable snaps assure a good fit. White & colors. $18.00 ea. 6 or more $17.00 ea.

Wool Cover by Imse Vimse
A premium wool diaper cover that allows maximum air circulation while still offering the best protection against leaks. This high quality diaper cover allows you to take advantage of the benefits of wool, without giving up the benefits of a wrap cover. The Velcro closure makes diaper changes simple. Made of Merino wool. $29.00 ea.

Wonder Wraps One Size Cover
This is quite simply the most adjustable diaper cover in the world today. In addition to a 3 snap rise adjustment, Wonder Wraps has a totally unique channelled waist elastic allowing your cover superior stretch and fit. Colors: Blackberry, Kiwi, Mandarin. 10 - 35 lbs. $15.00 ea. 6 or more $14.00 ea.
We carry natural fiber infant clothing, car seats, diaper covers, breastfeeding supplies, baby carriers, infant/toddler toys and unique gift items.

**Store Events**

**Diaper School 101 "Diapering Made Easy"**
Free workshops will be held most Saturdays from 10:00 to 11:00 am. Featuring expert Diapering Instructors who have logged hundreds of diapering hours. Please call and reserve your spot as seating is limited.
- Hands-on diapering practice
- Door prizes

*Very helpful. A lot of information that I needed to know. I will recommend class and service to friends. Brian of Santa Clara*

**Diaper 101 Classes Around the Bay**

- July 21 from 7 – 9 pm, Bellies, Birth & Babies (Santa Cruz)
- July 25 from 11 – 3 pm, East Bay Birth & Baby Fair (Albany)
- October 3 at 11 am, Blossom Birth (Palo Alto)
- August 15 at 11 am, Blossom Birth (Palo Alto)

**High Low Music & Movement Class**
Fun for babies or toddlers includes singing, dancing, instruments, scarves and hoops. Classes are on Wednesdays. Check [www.highlowmusic.com](http://www.highlowmusic.com) for schedule and contact information.

**Infant, Child and Adult CPR**
Great for new parents. Price includes course completion card and student manual. Tuesday, September 1 from 6-8:30pm. Cost is $50 for one or $95 for two. Babes in arms are welcome. To reserve your space, call Tiny Tots at (408) 866-2925.

**Car Seat Safety Inspections**
Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital, Safe Kids Santa Clara / San Mateo and Tiny Tots are partnering to hold Car Seat Inspection events on Tuesday, July 21 & Friday, July 24 from 9:00am - 12 noon. Certified car seat technicians will be here to check your car seat and confirm it is installed properly. Appointments are necessary and limited. A $25 refundable fee is required. Call Tiny Tots to sign-up.

**Itty Bitty Imprints**
Itty Bitty Imprints crafts ceramic tiles that are imprinted, glazed, and fired, creating a unique memory to display in your nursery, home, or office. Itty Bitty will be at Tiny Tots on Saturday, July 25 from 12-4:00 pm. Call Tiny Tots at 408.866.2925 to reserve a spot.

**Baby Food Taste Testing compliments of Little Bug**
Saturday, July 25 from 12-4:00 pm. Food for your baby made from strictly local, seasonal, and organic produce. Direct from small, northern California farms and cooked within days of purchase. This short farm to spoon distance makes Little Bug the freshest, most flavorful baby food on the market.

**Mom and Baby Sign Class**
The use of American Sign Language in conjunction with speech can help reduce your child's frustrations to communicate as well as enhance your child's learning. Six week course, every Monday at 10am. Starts September 14th. No class on October 5th. $110.00 per person. Instructor: Ramona Snyder M.A. Deaf Ed. [www.signsforlittlehands.com](http://www.signsforlittlehands.com)

**Nutrition Classes**
We are delighted to present this nutrition series presented by Stephanie Brooks, MS, RD with Baby Area Nutrition.

- **Nutrition for Baby:**
  - Monday, September 28 from 2:00 - 3:30 pm
- **Nutrition & Kids:**
  - Wednesday, October 14 from 2:00 - 3:30pm

For more information, including cost & topic description, check [tinytots.com/info/seasonal_classes.html](http://tinytots.com/info/seasonal_classes.html)

**Diaper Party**
Are you interested in hosting a diaper party? They are informative, fun and tailored to your specific preferences. There will be discounts on diapering supplies and/or diaper service, door prizes and hostess gifts. For more information, please contact Macy at macy@tinytots.com

**Fundraiser for Non-Profits**
If you are involved with a non-profit that is looking for a creative fundraiser, email us at macy@tinytots.com. We will schedule shopping times where Tiny Tots will donate a percentage of the sales to your organization.

**Our Fall Collections of Robeez, See Kai Run, & Pedipeds just arrived.**

**Boutique Hours**
**Monday - Saturday**
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
408.866.2925 • [www.tinytots.com](http://www.tinytots.com)
138 Railway Ave Campbell, CA 95008

New events are added at: [http://tinytots.com/info/seasonal_classes.html](http://tinytots.com/info/seasonal_classes.html)